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News
New CEREC Omnicam

CEREC have released the
Omnicam. A product which
promises to generate full colour scans of intraoral surfaces
without the need for a powder coating. Pitched as having three stand out features,
it supports video streaming; it
digitizes the structures of the
jaw in their natural colour; and
it does not require a powder
coating of the tooth surfaces,
it looks like it’s going to be a
popular. The ergonomic, lightweight camera has patient
communication tools and lifelike visualization. For further
information please call Sirona
Dental Systems on 0845 071
5040.

Clearstep Cosmetic
Range

Dentists looking to offer fast
and effective alignment at a
lower cost will be interested in
the Clearstep cosmetic range.
The range has been developed to respond to the large
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number of
patients who
are particularly concerned
with the alignment of their social 6 teeth.
The Clearstep Cosmetic range
is perfect to be used to aid
in restorative work including
preparing veneers, composite
build ups and implants.
www.clearstep.co.uk

Secure Retention
Revolution?

General Medical introduce the
LODI Locator Overdenture Implant System from Zest, which
can be used to securely retain
both maxillary and mandibular overdentures and is ideal
for cases with narrow ridges,
where there are financial considerations or when the operator wants minimal invasive
flapless surgery. Ready for immediate placement, self-tapping LODI implants are available in two diameters and three
lengths together with Zest Locator Abutments with a choice
of two soft tissue cuff heights,
12 options in total.
www.generalmedical.co.uk
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The Entire Dental Profession On One Website

www.source1uk.com has been launched as a ‘one stop shop’
for the entire Dental Profession, covering recruitment, education,
classifieds and dental buy. They even cover Practices for Sale/
Rooms to Rent. The idea behind SOURCE1uk is to bring the entire Dental Profession onto one website, acting as a communication tool to help Dentists find and utilise a number of different
services.

Drilling... No Thanks!

DMG UK has released Icon - the revolutionary treatment for incipient caries and carious white spot lesions without drilling. It
represents a breakthrough in micro-invasive technology that reinforces and stabilizes demineralised enamel without the need
for drilling or sacrificing healthy tooth structure. Icon offers a
simple alternative to the “wait and see” approach, enabling dentists to offer an immediate treatment without unnecessary loss
of healthy tooth structure.
http://uk.drilling-no-thanks.com/homepage.en-uk/
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...the secret of my success iuterview

Harrow Weald Dental Practice
Who?

Harrow Weald Dental is a
mixed NHS and private practice located on the high street
in Harrow. It has been an
approved Vt training practice for the last nine years.
The team has recently been
awarded the “Best Dental
team” in London at National Dentistry Awards 2011 and
also Best Clinic Team at My
Face My Body Awards 2012.
They have also been a BDA
Good Practice Scheme member for the last three years.

Whats been
happening in the
practice?

There has been a huge investment in staff training,
equipment and changing
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the work culture and atmosphere in the practice.
There were several staff changes in the first couple of years
for one reason or another. The
replacements were bought in
following a careful recruitment
process ensuring the right attitudes and experience to enable them to gel into the current
team. In one year the practice
spent nearly £20,000 attending
courses to ensure the dentists
could offer more treatments
and more complex care.
On top of new equipment such
as Kodak wireless intraoral
cameras the entire practice
has been redecorated from
top to bottom. Just changing the colours of the walls
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Continued...
Secret Of My Success Interview: Harrow Weald Dental Practice
makes such a difference.

What changes have
you seen in
dentistry?

Excessive regulation and overlapping regulatory bodies and
paperwork requirements! Logically this has to be all dealt
with by one body eventually - I
think the difficulty is no one
wants to really take on all the
burden and responsibility.

Is there a
philosophy in your
practice?

We want to simply provide
good dentistry with excellent
customer service. I have always enjoyed dentistry from
when I was a student. I take
pride in my own practice and
focus on every little detail.

Having hated working with
temps as an associate I quickly decided to hire several
On a positive note the shift to
part time staff. This gave me
more conservative dentistry,
the “squad depth” - as I call
in particular the greater init - to ensure I had the flexvolvement of pre-cosmetic
ibility to provide cover for
orthodontics, is an encourholidays/sickness etc and
aging development which
keep the practice running
has led to more patient upas normal. By having differtake of these treatments.
ent faces each day at work
it helps to keep the atmosIs your family involved?
phere and energy levels high.
Definitely. They take care of
The team is also confident
everything else so I have the
in their clinical skills and can
space to focus on my work! A
also go up the gears when
work life balance is very impor- needed and put in the extra
tant and easier to get wrong in effort in when required. This
your earlier years of practice
creates a relaxed and friendly
management. You have to learn environment where the team
when to shut off from work.
works hard for each other
to minimise the stress of the
Where do you aim to
workload. Our patients have
be in five years time?
noticed the change in the atI have no idea! Hopefully I will
mosphere and which is about
still be enjoying my dentistry.
the staff feeling relaxed and
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Continued...
Secret Of My Success Interview: Harrow Weald Dental Practice
transferring this to the patients. using a practice manager. I
found that in the early years a
direct approach with all staff
My advice is always to keep
has helped to ensure the pracchanging things in the worktice runs the way I want.
place. Staff and patients
will see that you are makA practice manager can someing an effort to make things
times cause mixed messages
better and you are not sitand also lead to possible fating still. Occasionally you
vouritism amongst the staff.
can make a mistake but you
Having said that I have deldon’t know until you try.
egated out a lot of responsibility to my staff and this has
It’s unusual you
helped them to feel more indon’t have a
cluded in decision making
Practice Manager...
and therefore more valued.
So far I have decided against
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Continued...
Secret Of My Success Interview: Harrow Weald Dental Practice
I have worked in many practices where individual agendas
and petty differences between
staff stop them from bringing
out the absolute best in each
other. It is important that the
receptionists/nurses/dentists
see themselves as healthcare
professionals and wanting to
achieve the same goals collectively. My aim was always
to create a pleasant working
environment where everyone enjoys coming to work
and playing their role without constant monitoring. You
can only do this if your staff
are self motivated and intelligent enough to get on with
work without supervision.
Every member of staff is key!

What are your key aims?

1. To keep enjoying my work

and developing my skills.
2. To keep on bringing out
the best in my staff and
keep them on their toes.
3. To hold on to my excellent staff as long as
possible: It is just as important to reward and
keep good staff as it is
to retain your patients.
4. To keep changing
things and keep improving the practice.
www.hwdental.co.uk

How important is the
internet to you?

To some patients it will be the
first impression they have off
your practice. They will spend
more time looking at your website than your shop window.

Do you have a moto?

DTA: Don’t trust anything.
Things will always go wrong.
It makes sense to plan for as
many difficult situations as
possible, for example, regularly checking computer
backups at work and home.
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1st Feb
Irish Dental
Awards
CONNECT: www.
irishdentist.ie/
awards/
21st Feb
The clinician’s role
and patient’s responsibilities in
the management
of periodontal disease, London
CONNECT: www.
dentalwebinars.
co.uk
26th -.uk

Continued: Dental Diary
21st March
An Introduction to the
uses of CEREC Technology for the GDP – LONDON
CONNECT: www.dentalwebinars.co.uk

18th/19th May
The Clinical Innovations
Conference,
Millennium Gloucester
Hotel, London
CONNECT: www.healthcare-learning.com

27th March
Perio Implant Interface –
The Three P’s of Perio –
London
CONNECT: www.dentalwebinars.co.uk

25th - 26th May
Dentistry Live
CONNECT: 2013.dentistrylive.co.uk/

6th/7th April
The Clinical Innovations
Conference, India
CONNECT: www.healthcarelearning.com

11th/12th October
Clinical Cosmetic & Reconstructive (CCR) Expo,
London Olympia
CONNECT: www.ccr-expo.com

17th - 19th October
25th - 27th April
BDTA
British Dental Conference CONNECT: www.dentalCONNECT: conference.
showcase.com/
bda.org/
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Infection
Control Study
What is your Infection
control policy?
Infection control policy is a must for all clinics. When was the last time
you reviewed yours?
Every dental practice must
have a written infection control policy. But we know you
know that. A better question
is, ‘what should an infection control policy contain?’

incidents should always be recorded in the accident book.
Some accidents and incidents must be reported to
the Health and Safety Executive; for further information
on this see the BDA’s advice
sheet on Health and Safety
Law for Dental Practice (A3).

Accidents and incidents involving the failure of dental
instruments or equipment
The policy should describe the should be reported to the
MDA. Although a policy will
practice policy for all aspects
of infection control and provide describe the procedure for the
practice as a whole, it is usea useful guide to the training
necessary for each member of ful for each member of staff to
staff to be competent and con- receive a copy and to sign a
declaration to confirm that the
fident in its implementation.
policy has been received and
All members of the dental team training provided – for example, “I confirm that I have read
must know who is responsithe practice Infection Conble for ensuring certain actrol Policy and have received
tivities are carried out and to
training in all its aspects”.
whom to report any accidents
or incidents. Accidents and
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Continued... Infection Control Study
A copy of the policy should
be displayed in each surgery.
It is a good idea to discuss
infection control at practice
staff meetings. Open discussion will allow misunderstandings to be addressed
and ensure everyone in the
practice approaches infection control in the same way.
Connect!
What makes a good infection
control policy?
INFECTION CONTROL CASE STUDY
Massachusetts: Practice
Behaviors and Perceptions Of Infection Control
Journal of Dental Hygiene, Volume 86, Num-
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ber 3, Summer 2012
Purpose: The objective of
this exploratory study was to
determine the current infection control practices used in
Massachusetts dental public
health programs and assess
the perceived compliance and
challenges with infection control standards as outlined in
the 2003 Centres for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)
infection control guidelines.
Methods: A convenience sample of program directors of
dental public health programs
in Massachusetts were invited
to participate. The directors
were identified through the
Massachusetts Department of
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Public Health, Massachusetts
League of Community Health
Centres, local dental/dental
hygiene schools and key stakeholders in dental public health.
The electronic questionnaire-based survey consisted
of 26 open/closed-ended and
Likert scale questions. Statistical analysis included frequency
distribution and factor analysis.
Results: The overall response
rate was 43%. The majority of responders to the survey were from public health
settings using fixed/mobile
dental equipment (82.9%),
compared to settings using
portable equipment (17.1%).
Perceived lapses in the guidelines were attributed to:
1. lack of finances
2. lack of personnel
3. lack of space

Conclusion: Within the limitations of the sample size and
response rate, directors from
public health settings using
both fixed/mobile and portable equipment reported being
able to apply the current 2003
CDC infection control guide-

lines with few compliance challenges. However, respondents
indicated that the guidelines
were hard to apply and that
infection control guidelines
for settings using portable
equipment would be useful.
PATIENT PERCEPTION
As a result of frequent me-

INFECTION CONTROL TRAINING FROM DBG
DBG offer a comprehensive
(their associated distraining course to bring you
eases) and recognising
and your team up to date on
the routes of infection
the latest thinking in decontam-  The difference between
ination and infection control.
cleaning, disinfecTheir infection prevention,
tion and sterilisation
control and decontamina Understanding Aseption theory course can take
tic Storage.
place at your practice or cen The correct dispostral locations nationwide and
al of Clinical and Non
will cover topics including:
Clinical Waste.
 The importance of per The importance of Infecsonal protection and
tion Prevention Control
protective workwear.
in accordance to national
 Essential and best practice
guidelines and the law.
requirements HTM 01-05.
 Practical tips to comply
with HTM 01-05 and the
Approved Code of Practice. For more information call
dbg on 01606 861 950, or
 Cross infection, the difvisit www.thedbg.co.uk
ferent types of infection
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BugOut!
DENTAL DISINFECTION

What Regulation Governs Disinfection?
In the UK the Health Technical Memorandum, sometimes
referred to as HTM 01-05,
governs the sanitisation of
dental devices. The regulation provides a comprehensive guidance for disinfection
of dental equipment and also
aims to bring an optimal environment for a safe and secure
decontamination process.
Failure to comply with the
regulation could even lead
to cancellation of your
dental unit’s licence.

HOW IS
DISINFECTION ACHEIVED?

Technological advancements
have presented us with many
cutting-edge technologies to
disinfect or decontaminate
dental equipment. High impact
sterilisation devices like Autoclaves, Washers/Disinfectors
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and Gas Plasmas are used
by dental units to achieve the
required level of disinfection
prescribed in the new HTM
regulations and other similar international laws of decontamination of medical instruments.
For instance, sterilising apparatus like autoclaves generate
steam under high-pressure and
temperature providing complete disinfection to all devices. Washers/Disinfectors are
another great way to disinfect
complex dental equipment.
Gas Plasma Disinfectors can
also be used for sterilising a
wide range of dental instruments at a lower temperature.
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AUTOCLAVES
Autoclaves are high impact
equipment used for
sterilising dental surgical and
non surgical instruments.

WASHER
Washer/Disinfector is a great
way to decontaminate complex
dental instruments. Pico washers/
disinfectors are compliant with
the latest HTM 01-05 regulations
and ensure you clean, disinfect
and dry dental instruments to
the highest or ‘Best Practice’
decontamination standards.
GAS PLASMA
Gas Plasma Disinfectors
rapidly sterilise a wide range of
instruments at a lower temperature.
Specifically designed for dental
units, the Gas Plasma is HTM0105
compliant and provides reliable
and validated decontamination
of dental instruments.
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The Light Fantastic
Fibre Optic Handpieces
Investing in a handpiece system can quickly add up to become a significant capital expense, and there are also the
long-term operational costs
of handpiece maintenance to
consider. Therefore, the clinician should apply careful
consideration to the features,
reliability, and maintenance
requirements of a particular
handpiece model.

piece is the number 1 selling
fibre-optic handpiece in America. The solid and dependable StarDental 430 series is so
named because of the revolutions per minute of the handpiece. The small head and
high-torque design of the 430
Series provides superior oral
accessibility and visibility, and
the high power enables fast
and precise removal of tooth
surface and amalgam. Its low
Fibre optics enhance operanoise level reduces the possitor visibility. These handpieces bility of auditory damage and
represent a significant investprovides a pleasant patient exment and play a vital role in any perience.
dental practice. So here are
two workhorses that won’t let
Ti Extra Lux 9500B
you down.
Titanium surface coating
StarDental 430
optimizes durability and
scratch resistance. Glass fibre optics rod
fitted with UK Barden ceramic
StarDental®’s 430 SWL handbearings. Push button chuck,
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Evolving Handpiece Technology
As more manufacturers entered
The handpiece exterior can the marketplace throughout the
be washed with a mild ger- 1980s, the handpiece industry
micidal detergent/cleaner.
evolved. New features were introduced, including the placeThe handpiece turbine
ment of optic fibers through the
should not be removed for
handpiece to deliver light dicleaning.
rectly to the cutting area at the
The fibre optic surfaces can tip of the bur. Various automatbe cleaned using isopropyl ic chucking mechanisms were
alcohol.
also developed in an effort to
speed up the changing of burs,
Do not attempt to clean the and with the advent of the “aufibre optic surfaces with
tochuck,” the need to use two
any sharp instruments.
high-speed handpieces at once
(so that the assistant could
Use lubricants that are approved for dental handpiec- change the cutting instrument
while the dentist was working
es only.
with a different bur) was elimLubricants and cleaners
inated. The next improvement
should only be introduced
came in the form of a swivel
into the drive air tube of
connector incorporated into
the handpiece only. The
the design of the handpiece to
exhaust tube does not
reduce the amount of “tubing
connect to the turbine and
torque.”
should not be used for lubrication purposes.
metals.
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DEBATE Should GPs Perform Orthodontics?

By Daz (Ollie) Singh, BDS (Liverpool)
Clinical Director: Ollie & Darsh http://www.ollieanddarsh.co.uk
There is a huge pleasure in
working to help please our patients and in providing a treatment that is right. The decision
to treat should not be hard,
it should be harder to decide
who should treat the patient.
Orthodontics was once an all
encompassing faction
of dentistry that was
completed by the
learned few,
however recently the ability
for the general
dental practitioner to treat
patients with
orthodontic appliances has grown.
In moving teeth within the remit of the general dentist, is
there a boundary on moving
teeth? There is a much more
recent trend where more and
more GDP’s are now completing courses in orthodontics as
part of their CPD, their continual professional development.
After all when dentists qualified
with their Bachelor of Dental
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studies, this was not under
the proviso of ‘minus orthodontics’. The question lies on
competence, the true question
is: “are you doing what’s in the
best interests of the patient
and are you qualified to make
that decision to do so?”.
It is true we don’t
leave dental
school with
the ability of
completing
everything, but
everyday we
have patients
who could be
greatly improved
by simple changes.
Before there used to be
a line where if a tooth needed
to be moved then a quick referral would be sent to an orthodontist and that would be the
entire involvement of the GDP,
now the line has moved greatly.
With the advent of short term
orthodontics and aligner based
treatments it is important to
ensure that the support sys-
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tem is there to help the dentist,
however ultimate responsibility lies solely with them, as if
it were any other treatment.
Should this be something to
fear? No it shouldn’t. Confidence to treat the right patients
with the appropriate treatment
modality is of the upmost value.
If an orthodontic treatment can
be predictable and can be repeated with success following
the necessary protocol, then
is there a viable reason why a
GDP can not complete orthodontic treatment?
We all have various levels of
competencies, but we live in
the era of multi-disciplined
dentistry, but there is no reason
as to why a GDP can’t expand
their competency to help their
patients further.
Some say there are reasons
why we shouldn’t have GDPs
perform orthodontics. I would
love to hear them. I feel that
we owe to our patients to know
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how we can help them, whether it’s been a lifelong issue that
they have no confidence to
smile or whether to help improve the positioning of their
teeth so they can brush them
properly, immediate orthodontics has very little place in
modern place in dentistry but a
new age of general dentist led
orthodontics has a higher value.
WHAT DO YOU
THINK?
CLICK HERE
TO COMMENT

POLL

Should GDPs perform
orthodontics?
{{ Yes
{{ No
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HOW YOUNG DENTISTS CAN BENEFIT FROM THE BACD
The BACD is the largest and
fastest growing cosmetic dental organization in the UK. With
the formation of the Young
Membership Committee last
year, it is attracting large numbers of younger dentists like
never before who are reaping
the benefits that this organisation has to offer.
Dr Rena Eva Dean, a Board
Member and Director of The
Young Membership Committee, joined the BACD as a dental student and as a result has
seen her career flourish and
progress within the cosmetic
and aesthetic dentistry world.
She lectures to UK Dental Undergraduates and has established BACD Student Reps
within UK Dental Schools who
have access to embark on a
career pathway within cosmetic dentistry. She is passionate
about inspiring younger dentists to succeed in their careers

to provide quality dentistry,
and in return take pride in their
work and love what they do!
Here she talks about the benefits of joining the vibrant organization of the BACD.
To learn more about what we
do, why not have a look at our
website, get in touch, come
along to one of our Regional
Meetings or Courses? It may
just be the best decision you
ever make!
WATCH!
Dr Dean explains how the BACD
can help your fledgling career

For further information about the
British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry,
call 0207 612 4166, fax 0207 182 7123,

email suzy@bacd.com,or visit www.bacd.com
CONNECT: COMMENT
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“Natural Restorations

Using Composite Resin”
by Andrew Chandrapal

BDS MFGDP(UK)DPDS(Bris) MClinDent(Pros)

The BACD will host this
hands-on course on Friday
15th March at The Hilton
London Paddington Hotel.
Dr Andrew Chandrapal will
show you how simplified
composite resin techniques
can be used in a general
practice. Together with
the use of Venus Pearl
by Heraeus and NSK, Dr
Chandrapal will illustrate
and share ideas and theory
into composite restorations,
their applications and

limitations.
Cases will be applied to
anterior and posterior
examples within the clinical
and financial limitations
of general practice to
create practical and logical
methods of some of the
most effective composite
resins on the market today.
To guarantee your place
on this strictly limited
attendance course, make
sure you book your place
today.

Call 0207 612 4166
Email suzy@bacd.com
Visit www.bacd.com
CONNECT: COMMENT
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Smile Makeover

A MASTERCLASS WITH Dr. ASH PARMAR
Smile makeover: A treatment plan that includes various
cosmetic and aesthetic restorative procedures to improve the
appearance of a smile.
British aesthetics expert is
founder of the practice “Smile
Design by Ash” in Essex and is
known not least for his appearances on the successful TV
show “Extreme Makeover”.

Post Preparation

VIDEO PART 2

Introduction

VIDEO PART 1

In a new video series we’ll
be bringing Dr. Ash Parmar
demonstrating how you can
create an all-round perfect
smile using the tools of modern, aesthetically-orientated dentistry. The renowned
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DMG’s Luxatemp celebrates
its 20th Anniversary
DMG’s Luxatemp has been
successful for 20 years - a remarkable achievement for a
temporary crown and bridge
material.
The Luxatemp range of bisacryl composite temporary
crowns and bridges, market
leader in the USA since 1997,
can look back on a long history of the highest accolades.
Multi-award-winning Luxatemp-Fluorescence, predecessor of today’s Luxatemp
Star, was acclaimed Top Provisional Material and Best of the
Best*; Luxatemp Star, the new
generation, has already been

awarded the highest possible
rating of 5 stars by REALITY, an
independent testing lab in the
USA**.
During its assessment Luxatemp Star received top marks
for fracture resistance and flexural strength, which help ensure its reputation for dependable stability and durability.
Long-term shade stability has
also been optimized. What’s
more, Luxatemp Star attains its
final hardness in just 5 minutes,
making it even faster than its
predecessor.
Email info@dmg-dental.co.uk
or visit www.dmg-dental.com
* The Dental Advisor, Vol. 28, No. 01 Jan/Feb 2011, Pg. 9
**REALITY now, Oct 2011, No. 228, Pg. 1 ( Luxatemp
Star is sold in the USA as “Luxatemp Ultra” and was
also tested under this name).
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We hope you enjoyed this issue

Please get in touch with your comments and suggestions, we would love
to hear from you.

Editorial Manager
Chris Henry
chris@handipublishing.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 7849 3252

Advertising Manager
Hollie Dunwell
hollie@handipublishing.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 7849 3252
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Dont miss the next
Edition of Dental Connect!
CLICK HERE to get a complimentary copy
direct to your inbox

